
OUR TIPS FOR
PACKING FOR 
A WEEK IN THE SUN.
Start Early, Stay Sane

Begin your packing adventure a few days before your
holiday. Create a checklist based on your destination and
activities, so you don't forget essentials. Early preparation
eliminates last-minute stress, making your journey smoother.

Mix and Match Magic

Select versatile clothing that can be mixed and matched,
saving space and offering more outfit options. Stick to a
harmonious color scheme and pack layer-friendly pieces for
unexpected weather changes.
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Toiletries – Less is More

Simplify your toiletry bag with only the essentials. Many
hotels provide basic items, so there's no need to pack your
entire bathroom. Invest in travel-sized containers and
remember airline liquid restrictions to keep it hassle-free.
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Contact us:

rachel@pleaseorganise.me | 07811 529328

Tech Savvy Travel

Organise chargers and cables using cable organisers or
ziplock bags. Consider a portable charger for your devices
and always pack a universal power adapter for seamless
connectivity.



Sun Protection Basics

Compact sunscreen and
multi-functional SPF lip balm.

Sunglasses with UV protection
and a hat.

Smart Clothing Choices

Versatile, lightweight fabrics in
wrinkle-resistant cotton and
quick-dry materials.

Two mix-and-match swimsuits
for both style and minimalism.

Comfortable, packable
sandals suitable for both
casual and semi-formal
occasions.

Streamlined Hydration and
Skincare

Collapsible water bottle for
efficient packing and hydration
on the go.

Dual-purpose hydrating
skincare for a simplified
beauty routine.

Efficient Tech and Travel

Compact camera or use your
smartphone for photo
capturing.

Space-saving earphones for a
your holiday soundtrack.

E-reader for a variety of beach
reads in one device.

Compact crossbody bag for
essentials when exploring.

Health and Safety

Minimalist first aid kit with
essentials for any unforeseen
situations.

Portable insect repellent for
easy application and peaceful
evenings.

SUMMER HOLIDAY
PACKING CHECKLIST

Travel light, stay organised, 
and enjoy a minimalist sunny

holiday!


